
ASTR121 Spring 2010

Homework 7 : More about the expanding Universe,

the CMB, and the hot big bang

(Due 4th May 2010)

1. The highest redshift quasar known has z = 6.5. Answer the following questions:

(a) What is the scale factor R of the Universe at the time that this quasar existed relative
to the present scale factor?

(b) If we assume that galaxies have not been created or destroyed, how much closer together
will galaxies be (on average) at the time that this quasar existed compared with the
present time?

(c) Suppose that the quasar undergoes a flare that lasts for 1 day as seen by an observer
sitting nearby to the quasar. How long will we observe the flare to last?

2. Today, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has a characteristic wavelength of λ =
5 cm. At what redshift would we have to look to find a time and place where the CMB has
a wavelength of λ = 1mm.

3. Consider a sphere of matter that has radius R and density ρ. Suppose that the surface layers
of that sphere are expanding with velocity V .

4. The neutron is slightly more massive than the proton. Very early on in the Universe’s history,
the energy carried by an average photon was greater than the (rest-mass energy equivalent
of the) proton-neutron mass difference — in this environment, protons could readily absorb
photons and convert into neutrons. The reverse process (neutrons decaying into protons)
could also occur. As the Universe cooled, the average photon energy fell below the proton-
neutron mass difference and this process stops (this is called “neutron/proton freeze out”).
After that time, neutrons could decay into protons, but there was not enough energy around
for protons to be converted back into neutrons.

Look up accurate values for the mass of a proton and neutron (reference your source!), and
hence calculate the mass difference. Given that the temperature of the early Universe is
given by
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and that the average energy of a photon in a black body spectrum is approximately E ∼ kBT

(where kB is Boltzmann’s constant), estimate the time t at which “neutron/proton freeze
out” occurs.
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